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Abstract

Social grooming is thought to serve both hygienic and social functions among Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata). I performed a field study on a provisioned troop of Japanese macaques in Arashiyama, Kyoto, in order to understand the significance of the hygienic function of grooming. I divided grooming into two distinct actions, “searching” and “removing,” and recorded the occurrence of each. I defined the ratio of occurrence of removing to that of searching as the grooming success rate. I found that the success rate in a given day tends to decrease, albeit not significantly; however, the success rate during each bout of grooming decreases significantly. There was a tendency for the success rate to come down when a grooming bout ended spontaneously. The results suggest that Japanese macaques try to remove parasites effectively. Therefore, I was able to verify the practicality of the hygienic function of grooming.
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Introduction

It is now commonly accepted that social grooming (hereafter, grooming) among primates serves two types of functions, namely hygienic and social. The hygienic function of grooming is to remove harmful parasites from their bodies. Parasites sometimes cause anemia and dermatitis, among other problems. However, we have not been able to find many papers that report the death of primates due to parasites. This may be because primates spend much of their energy protecting themselves against parasites (1). The social function of grooming, on the other hand, serves to establish and maintain social bonds with grooming partners (2). Grooming behavior could provide clues as to how human beings have evolved an advanced cognitive capacity for complex interactions (3).

Most published studies have focused on social functions of grooming. For example, there has been an analysis of the relation between grooming and behavior both pre- and post-grooming (4). Grooming is often seen as an indication of affinity between two individuals. However, grooming also serves a hygienic function. Therefore, I decided to focus solely on the hygienic function and try to determine its importance.

Most studies to date have focused on only the duration or frequency of grooming (5). Therefore, I divided grooming into two separate actions: “removing” and “searching.” I defined “removing” as the removal of louse eggs by the groomer from the groomee’s hair and carrying them to its mouth. Sometimes, the groomer will use its mouth to remove louse eggs directly. I also regarded this as removing. As for
“searching.” I defined this as the groomer pushing the groomee’s hair aside using the hand that is not used for removing. I defined the ratio of the number of removing actions to that of searching as the success rate. Next, I analyzed how the success rate changed within each day and during a grooming bout. My aim was to use this analysis to clarify the hygiene function of grooming.

Materials & Methods

Data collection
I performed a field study to observe the grooming behavior of a provisioned troop of Japanese macaques (*Macaca fuscata*) in Arashiyama Monkey Park, “Iwatayama”, Kyoto for 4 days (May 16, May 30, June 6, and June 15 in 2015).

On the first 2 days of the study (May 16 and May 30), I used the focal animal sampling method (6). The focal animal was the second highest-ranking female called Hiruko (Mino-63-69-74-83). The data were recorded between 10 am and 2 pm on both days. I counted the number of instances of both searching and removing by the groomer and recorded the duration of each instance per bout of grooming in which Hiruko was involved.

On the latter 2 days (June 6 and June 15), I used sequence sampling (6) for data collection. I searched for grooming pairs while walking about in the monkey park. After I found a grooming pair, I recorded grooming behavior regardless of whether Hiruko was included in the pair. I observed eleven bouts of grooming. When grooming began, I recorded the duration of each searching and removing action by the groomer using the stopwatch application of an electronic terminal. During several grooming bouts, I also recorded when the groomer changed the removing spot from which groomer was removing lice or when the groomee changed posture. When the direction of grooming between two individuals was changed, I regarded it as a separate grooming bout.

The total observation time was 14.5 h and I could observe grooming for 4 h 26 min of that duration.

Data analysis
For the data from the first two days, I calculated the success rate of each bout and analyzed how it changes in a day. For the data from the latter two days, I calculated the success rate for each minute and determined how it changed within a single bout. I defined the success rate as the ratio of the number of removing actions to that of searching. I used the Pearson product-moment correlation function to evaluate the data.

Results
On the first two days, I observed 20 bouts of grooming. During 17 of those bouts, Hiruko was groomed by other macaques and during the remaining 3 bouts, Hiruko groomed others. This means that she was groomed 85% and she groomed others 15%. She groomed her daughter, the highest ranking female, twice.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the success rate of each grooming bout on the first and second days, respectively. The coefficients of correlation between the success rate and the bout numbers were -0.17 for the first day and -0.31 for the second day, which were negative but not significant.

In the latter half of the study, I observed 9 grooming bouts. I focused on each bout and determined the success rate for every minute. The correlation coefficients between the success rate and time for the duration of a bout varied from indicating strong significance (Fig. 3) to no significance (Fig. 4). However, when the bouts were grouped according to how they ended, either spontaneously or due to an external cause, interesting results emerged. Among the bouts that ended spontaneously (*N* = 5), all five bouts showed a significant negative correlation coefficient (Fig. 5). The average correlation coefficient was -0.45. Conversely, the average correlation coefficient between the bouts that ended due to external causes (*N* = 4) was 0.15 (Fig. 5).
Discussion

The coefficients of correlation between success rate and bout numbers in a single day showed negative values but they were neither large enough nor were they statistically significant. However, I believe that this result does not necessarily mean that grooming has no hygienic function. For example, we have to bear in mind that some groomers are more skilled than others, and also that louse eggs may be more difficult to find on some parts of the body than others, especially on Hiruko, who has a bald patch on her back. This is despite a previous report that the ratio of removing to searching actions is the same for each body part (2).

For the latter half of this study, in order to exclude these factors, I focused on each grooming bout and recorded the duration (in seconds) of each instance of searching and removing activity. By doing so, two patterns of correlation emerged. From the difference between the two patterns, I can say that if the success rate goes down to a certain level, the macaques quit grooming. Considering bouts that ended due to external causes, I believe that if the groomers had not been interrupted by other macaques, their success rate would also have gone down. In other words, they tend to continue grooming until the success rate goes down.

In conclusion, I have verified the hygienic function of grooming among Japanese macaques. The macaques that I observed even seemed to specifically go for the hygienic function when grooming because they did not stop grooming spontaneously unless the success rate went down.

For future studies, louse ecology studies will help us learn more about grooming since grooming involves not only interactions between macaques but also between macaques and lice. The interactions may be influenced when lice lay eggs (e.g., during the day or at night). To research the success rate of non-troop males that have less opportunities to be groomed is also interesting to me. Furthermore, I would like to compare the difference in hygienic conditions between provisioned troops and wild, un provisioned troops in light of their grooming success rates.
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